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Part I Field Observations (tunneling)  

It has been observed in the wild that human children experience a developmental stage called 
TUNNELING. Tunneling involves using a shovel, spoon, fork, spork, chopstick, pipe cleaner, gardening 
trowel, or another make-shift tool to dig through the earth to the other side. The child believes very 
profoundly that it might be possible to dig through the earth, and that one might find something on 
the other side, perhaps a similar child playing in a similar sandbox on the other side of the world with 
whom it might be possible to forge a deep friendship or perhaps a family swap, as one child crawls 
through the tunnel and the other does the same so that they can try out different families for a bit. This 
developmental stage occurs between the age of 3 and 7, rarely older but possibly up to the age of 10.  

Part II Field Observations (mid-sized stones)  

It has been observed in the wild that brown bears, during their especially hungry pre-hibernation 
period (when protein and fat is needed to sustain a bear through the pale frozen landscape of winter) 
that they climb the mountains in search of MOTHS. These moths can be found beneath stones. It is 
possible to observe the bears (from a safe distance) on these steep, rocky slopes, as they methodically 
and carefully overturn stones in search of tasty moths. Occasionally, the moths will emerge and the 
bears will hoover the moths with surprising speed, digesting and storing the fat that they provide so 
that they can survive the pale frozen landscape of winter.  

Part III Field Observations (the mental limitations of adult humans)  

It has been observed in the wild that most adult humans only interact with and contemplate the very 
thin outer surface of the lithosphere and the objects and structures resting upon it. Most human adults 
exist on a primarily horizontal plane. Few humans interact with or contemplate the vertical space: the 
layers of rock, the hotter rock, the hottest rock, and the not-quite-as-hot rock, the lithosphere on the 
opposite side of the earth, and then the jungle or the desert or the ocean on the other side with all of 
its associated creatures and beyond that the atmosphere and the troposphere, stratosphere, 
mesosphere, thermosphere, exosphere, and Deep Space. These things tend, on a day-to-day basis, 
perhaps for obvious reasons, to be overlooked.  


